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In the Matter of the Application of )et Nos. 073-
Tennessee Valley Authority )5 91

In my letter to you dated February 16, 1982, TVA provided revised responses
to NRC questions Q130.1, Q130.6, and Q131.33 for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.
Enclosed are additional revisions to these questions which provide
correction of typographical errors. These corrections significantly alter
the meaning of portions of TVA's responses on tornado depressurization.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please get in touch with

D. P. Ormsby at FTS 858-2682.
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WBNP

130.1 Question:
(3.3 .2)

Provide information regarding load" combination equations-

for tornado wind, pressure drop, and tornado-generated
missiles. .

Response;

Section 3.3.2.2"of the FSAR states that "the effect of

various combinatiQns of tornado loadings were studied with

respect to each Category I structure. The most adverse

combination(s) was selected individually for the design

-basis of each structure. -'. Each. structure is listed below

with the tornado load combination(s) used in desi-gn.

Included is an explanation of the load combinations used.

Structure

Shield Building

Auxiliary'Control

B u il ding

- Load- Combination. .

Equation

U=D+L+To+Wt

U=D+L+Wt

•Remarks - .

D dead load- -

L= live load

To = effects from operating
temperature

Wt = W+Wm+Wp and
wt. = W+WP

-- W*Y tornado 'wind (varies with
-adius, see Figure 3.3-1)

Pk1 =') mx.issiles----
_ jjpddepressurization- (varies

up to 3 psi, see. Figure

3.3-1)

:. - -. . .. W = W• m-a•-n•-& • = 'Wp 3Psi .- -- • "-- , --

Except on refueling room roof

where *Wt =V+Wp- with
WP - 0.5 Wp (max)

Note: Wp (max) for refueling

room -i's less than 3 psi

due to partial venting.

*Denotes cases not in original design.
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Load Combination
Structure Equation Rema rk s

Diesel Generator U=D+L+Wt .t=W+WM

Buil ding Note: Depressurization was not
considered for exterior
walls due to large open-
ings. in the building.

*Wt=p "
Note: Depressurization w,

considered for non-venteD2

- interior compa'rtmentN•
w.a-Vl1T "`,( E x am p i e :
El trical board room)

*Denotes cases not in original design

Intake Pumping =D + W.ý > For wall,s •W+WM
Station Structural ..- " For r o o f-' --
Elements Above- Note: -Dep•--essurization was n
741.0 considered for walls

supporting the grill
system due to openings.
All other walls and st_&
ere-des- ed for Wt=AViw=

ZX3 psil. 
>

In addition, all safety-related structures are des -6dfo.r.
tornado missile penetration where considered critical to safety-
related equipment necessary to put and maintain the plant in a
safe shutdown condition (see response to Question 312.26).

130 .1-2
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130.6 Question:

(3.3.2)

Your response to Item 130.1 is confusing and may lead to
misinterpretations. The acceptable method to account for

the various tornado effects in load combination equations

for various Category I structures is contained -inSection
3.3.2 of the NRC Standard Review Plan.

The structures, equipment, and components-which are-
necessary to put and maintain the plant in safe-shutdown

conditions (see Regulatory Guide 1.117, fun6 1976, for-
more specific guidance) must withstand the most adverse
load combinations including those referenced above. In
your response, compare the degree of conservatism used
in the design with that which would have resulted if
these load combination equations were used.

' •C__s Don s e

Tlie design cases for application of tornado wind

pressure, depressurization, and missiles for Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant were developed before the SRP for-Section
3.3.2 was issued-. However, we have reviewed the-design
cases used on Category I structures and found them to be
consistent with the design requirements in Standard
Review Plan Section 3.3.2 and therefore, the degree-of--.
conservatism (margins of safety) would be similar to the
SPP. In comparing design cases with the SRP, a case was
added to the Auxiliary Building refu uff- oom-roof that
was not part of the original designz For th•is case and a
clarification of the other cases UsdX or tornado
desý-Cn at Watts Ear see the rcviseid response tfo Q130.1.

130.6-1
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131.33 Question:
(3.3.2)
(RSP)

Your response to Item 130.6 is not clear:just as-was your
response to Item 103.1 related to the same subject. The
margins of safety of your design must be established with
respect to -the staff's present criteria regardless of-
when the design criteria for the plant were developed.*
The Regulatory Staff position with respect to the load
combination for design against tornado is:stated in
Section 3.3.2 of the Standard Review Plan. The load.
combination equations Included in your response to-Item
130.1 indicate that the effects of tornado did not
include the wind pressure, depressurization and missiles
acting concurrently which is the required combination of
the SRP Section 3.3.2 on all structures which are.-
necessary for the safe shutdown, unless some measures are
provided to eliminate depressurization. Examples of such
structures are Auxiliary Control Building or CO2

_ Storage Building. Furthermore, your response to Item
130.1 states that 'all safety-related structures are
designed for tornado missile penetration where
applicable.' State your criteria regardi-ng design-
against tornado effects as related to the SR-P Section
3.3.2 requirements.

Re sponse:

The tornado load combinations cited in Se-ction 3.3.2 of
the SRP have been reviewed and the combinations cited in
response to Question 130.1 are the most adverse for each
structure. Based on this review, an additional case was
conSidee&df7_ r. Auxiliary Building refueling room roof
(see revised Ques -okn 130.1). Justification for the load-
combination sd is oted in. the revised response to

!dC, Questionl('3.l -here required. For TVA's margin of
Safety or degree of conservatism for design of Category I

S•structur'es for torna'do loadings, see revised response to
------- --- Q •ue. St.i0ons 3 0--I----and 130.6. For additional information on

concrete strengths, thicknesses, etc. for missile
protection see response to Question 312.26.
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